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-INTRODUCTION-

here is something compelling about golf that
makes you want to come back for more,

whether you're playing well or suffering from a
persistent problem. When your game is infuriatingly

poor, it's a challenge; when you're scorching the
fairways it's a drug - you want to play on and on. But

whatever stage you are at - a relative beginner or a
seasoned professional - there is always room for

improvement. Not one of the world's finest players
would ever claim to having completely mastered this
game. Some have come close, but just

around the corner there's a double bogey
staring them in the face.

This book will help players of all levels
to build up a sound knowledge of the

golf swing as well as an understanding
of the strategies that can make such a

startling difference to a score.

Through concisely written instruction, tell-
tale photographs and simple illustrations,

golf becomes less of a puzzle. Have you ever
wondered how to playa pitch and run, or a high

lob over a bunker? Do you ever crave to be able
to hit a draw off the tee or consistently hole those

awkward six footers? Well, every detail is
covered, and with practice and patience, the tips

and drills will help you achieve your goals and
make you a much more complete golfer.



The nine strikes
Finding out the cause of a fault

in your swing is much easier if
you develop an understanding of
how the clubface strikes the ball.

If you spray the ball to all points of
the compass, don't simply curse
your luck and move on. Ask your-
self why your shots fly off target.

You can strike a golf ball in nine
different ways - some desirable,
others disastrous. Whatever you
intend with your shot, one of those
nine is sure to dictate its flight
path.

When you can assess precisely
which one of the nine is respon-
sible for each shot, you find the
root of any swing problem more
quickly.

The two vital factors in deciding
the ball's fate after impact are your
swing path and the clubface posi-

tion at impact - assuming that you
strike with the centre of the c1ub-
face.

The immediate direction of the
ball is caused by the swing path of
the club. Its direction for the rest of
the shot is determined by the angle
of the c1ubface at impact - open,
closed or square - in relation to the
ball-to-target line.

The greatest golfers play with dif-
ferent styles, but they all agree on
one point: the hardest shot in golf is
the straight one.

For this reason, some draw the
ball, others prefer to fade - but very
few set out to play straight. To rely
on consistent straight hitting is
risky.

Straight hitting is hard because
golf balls are designed to take up
spin - it helps them to rise, to stop
and to roll. Sidespin is also easy to
apply. If you apply the correct
amount of sidespin - by changing
your alignment - you fade and draw
the ball. Too much sidespin causes
a slice or a hook.

Set your mind on hitting the ball
straight before you start working on
draws and fades. Concentrate on
achieving an in-to-in path with a
square clubface at impact by set-
ting up parallel to the ball-to-target
line.

There's a small margin of differ-
ence between a deliberate fade
and a damaging slice. Only when
you know how to take sidespin
off the ball can you add it inten-
tionally.

SWING PATH AND THE CLUBFACE
Only three of the nine strikes - the
straight shot, fade and draw (shown
in red) - are desirable; the rest are
uncontrolled. Swing path and
clubface position at impact are
responsible for the direction of
every shot.



V PUSH
~ The club travels from inside
the ball-to-target line to outside,
and the clubface is open at impact.
The ball travels immediately right of
target in a straight line.

'DRAW
V Widely regarded as the ideal
golf shot - because it combines
distance and accuracy - the draw
flies slightly right before returning
to centre. It happens when the
clubface meets the ball square to
the ball-to-target line on an in-to-
out path.

V HOOK
~ The ball starts straight - or
slightly right - and curves violently
left, becausethe clubhead has
passed along an in-to-out path with
tile clubface closed at impact.

V SLICE
~ The clubhead co es from

outside to inside the line, with an
open clubface at impact. The ball
starts left of.target before
curving sharply to the right.

~ -------

'FADE
V The fade starts left of target
and returns to centre, stopping
quickly. The clubface is square at
impact, travelling on an out-to-in
path.

V PULL
~ The out-to-in swing path

combines with the closed
clubface to send the ball
immediately left of target in a
straight line.



V PUSH SLICE
~ When the clubhead passes on
an in-to-in path but the clubface is
open at impact, the ball starts
straight before drifting right of
target.

/ STRAIGHT SHOT
V You hit the ball straight when
the clubhead travels on an in-to-in
path and the clubface meets the ball
square to the ball-to-target line. The
ball carries no sidespin.

V PULL HOOK
~ The pull hook - when the ball

starts left before curving further left
- results if the clubhead travels on
an in-to-in path and the clubface is
closed at impact.



USING WOODS 35

STARTING THE
DOWNSWING

Rotate your left hip to the
left to start the
downswing. This pulls
your arms and hands into
an ideal striking position.

FOLLOWTHROUGH
After impact, allow

your weight to move
across to the outside of
your left foot. The left side
of your body controls the
entire swing - from
takeaway to
followthrough - while
your right side remains
passive.

The wood you use depends on the
shot you want to make and the
distance you want to hit the ball.
The 5 wood has more loft than the
3 and 1 woods and hits the ball
higher. The 1 wood has the longest
shaft and hits the ball furthest.

THE COMPLETED POSITION
Allow the momentum of your

club to pull your right shoulder and
your head to face the target. Your
whole body should also face the
target. At the finish you should be
balanced with most of your weight
on your left foot.



With a fairway wood the ball
spends most of its journey in the
air. This lets you clear the hazard
by a safe margin without the fear

of the ball rolling well past the hole.
If you use a long iron you must

either gamble by landing the ball
dangerously near the hazard or play

safe so that the ball rolls away
from the target and even off the
green. A fairway wood offers
height, with no loss of distance.

4 THE DOWNSWING
On the downswing

your body starts to uncoil,
led by your left hip which
rotates to the left. The
downswing must be
smooth and unhurried.

5 THROUGH IMPACT
The clubhead is

swept through the ball by
power generated on the
downswing. Don't let
your head lift up too early
on the followthrough.

6 FINAL POSITION
At the end of the

swing your upper body
and head face the target,
with most of your weight
on your left foot. Your
finish should be balanced
and relaxed.



CONTROLLED DOWN
The first move on the downswing is a pull down

with the hands but the club should stay on plane even
if the path is steeper than on the backswing. Keep the
action smooth, rhythmical and controlled.

6 INTO IMPACT
If your backswing is good and the initial stages of

the downswing on plane, your club should attack the
ball from slightly inside the line, so the blade returns
square at impact. Don't thrash at the ball - keep the
swing simple and fluid.

7 FREELY THROUGH
Swing through freely, letting your hands relea~e

naturally after impact. A tell-tale sign of a correct down
andthrough swing is if the angle of the shaft halfway
to the finish position is the same as at address and
halfway back.

8 BALANCED FINISH
Provided you have swung with an even tempo and

kept the club on plane, your finish position should be
balanced with your body facing the target. Your weight
should be firmly on your left side.



ADDRESS POSITION
Open your stance by sliding your left foot back

about 2in (5cml but keep your shoulders, chest and
hips parallel to the ball-to-target line.

TOP OF BACKSWING
Make about a three-quarter backswing. The exact

length depends on the distance of the shot. Your
weight moves from an even distribution at address to
your right foot.

THROUGH IMPACT
Keep your left wrist firm and focus on striking the

backof the ball. Don't scoop it. Just after impact the
clubheadmoves level with your hands for the first time.

COMPLETION OF SWING
Your weight transfers on to your left side which

lets your upper body rotate to the left to face the
target. The throughswing is the same length as the
backswing.



3 THROUGH IMPACT
Keep your left wrist firm and focus on striking the

backof the ball. Don't scoop it. Just after impact the
clubheadmoves level with your hands for the first time.



Woosnam's
alternative way
The 18th at Augusta has
ruined many players'
dreams of pulling on the
Master's green jacket. The
405yd (370m) hole dog-
legs right, and under
pressure it can be hard to
hit the fairway.

The perfect tee shot is a
fade, but you run the risk
of letting it go into the
trees on the right -
especially when the
neNes are tingling. But
the main danger is the two
gaping bunkers on the left.

In the 1991 Masters Ian
Woosnam showed how
you can use your
imagination to conquer
certain dog-legs.

Tied with Tom Watson
coming to the final hole,
he knew that if he tried to
hit a cultured fade around
the corner he might h'lve
come unstuck. After
watching his rival cut a 3
wood into the trees,
Woosie decided attack
was the answer.

He blasted a driver
straight over the fairway
traps - a carry of 275yd
(251 m) on to the
member's practice
ground, which left him
only an 8 iron into the
green. He had trusted his
power and avoided trying
to be too clever by playing
the conventional way.

Ian played up to the
green, two putted and par
was enough to beat off the
challenge of Watson and
the clubhouse leader
Olazabal. Imagination
secured his victory.
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